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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this project is to determine the contributions of coal type, sulfur type, 
temperature, and residence time on the coal combustion behavior (especially the effect on 
ash constituents) during cofiring with natural gas. The Drop Tube Furnace Facility 
(DTFF) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) together with 
appropriate modifications is the chief apparatus used in this investigation, with additional 
diagnostic tools including the scanning electron microscope and chemical analyses. 

A review of literature related to the project was made, and a strategy outlined for carrying 
out the research. Different kinds of coal are injected into the drop tube furnace under 
various controlled conditions, and samples taken at various residence times are analyzed 
to show the transformation of the species. Effects of the controlling parameters are 
studied. 

The DTFF is extended to larger sample collecting capability and higher temperatures, 
resulting in the establishment of the Ash Characterization Facility and the High 
Temperature Drop Tube Furnace. The Ash Characterization Facility enables continuous 
coal injection and sampling under controlled conditions. Several hundred milligrams of 
char or ash can be collected in one-half hour. The High Temperature Drop Tube Furnace 
uses a plasma torch to preheat the gas to over 2000 K and inject it into a ceramic tube 
which enters a furnace designed for 1700°C (1973 K) operation, so that temperatures and 
heating rates encountered by pulverized coal particles in the flames of large boilers or in 
the advanced slagging cyclone combustors can be simulated. An aerodynamic coal 
feeder works well in supplying coal continuously to the drop tube. A watercooled, 
Helium-quench sampling probe collects the solid samples. A scanning electron 
microscope is used to study the morphology of ash and char particles. A sulfur 
determinator, a gas chromatograph provide analytical means in the laboratory, and the 
Illinois State Geological Survey performs other necessary analyses of the samples. 

Tests on cofiring coal with 1 to 4% methane show that sulfur retention in ash was related 
to temperature and residence time. The addition of methane caused changes in gas 
temperature profile in the tube and also changes in chemical composition of the gases. 
The overall effect on sulfur retention is seen to be a result of several complex interacting 
factors. Further detailed studies are necessary to clarify the contribution of each factor 
and to provide clues to the mechanism of the process. 

This project is funded by the U. S. Department of Energy (PETe) and by the 
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources as part of their cost
shared programs. 
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